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A journal for girls, with inspiring little questions, fun quizzes, drawing and writing ideas and plenty of

blank space, all on jet-black paper. Comes with a silver pen, a bound-in page of photo sleeves and

a zippered vinyl mementos pouch. Book cover designs may vary.Comes With: silver metallic pen,

page of photo sleeves, a zippered pouch&#149; Create wonderful things &#149; Be good &#149;

Have fun
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As I teen, I can honestly say that I appreciate and adore this little book. During those turbulent years

when your thoughts are as scattered as the clothes in your room, you need a journal to sort the

chaos, and this is the journal for the job. It's pretty without being fluffy and pink (as much teen-aimed

merchandise is), and it has a kooky, offbeat sense of humor that tickles me.Trust me, this is a much

better gift than a pair of wool socks.

I've just purchased my third copy of this journal to give as gifts. It was a big hit with my 11-year-old

daughter and her 13-year-old cousin. I've most recently ordered one to help entertain a young friend

recovering from surgery. It comes with a silver gel pen (very popular), but I've included a whole set

of gel pens with my gifts. There are some neat books out there by Design Originals that give

creative ideas for borders and other doodles to use on the blank pages which also make a great

accompaniment. If you are looking for a fun gift for a preteen or young teen, this is it.



I purchased this book for my 10 year old daughter for Christmas and she LOVES it! I am purchasing

several more to give to her friends on their birthday. It is a great book especially for a young girl who

is too old to be a "kid" and too young to be a teenager; although I'm sure many teenagers would

love it! I would love one myself! We recently purchased some more gel pens to use in it and it really

adds to the "personality" of the "book".

What a great journal for preteens! The only problem with it is that it needs to be longer, because I

want more, more, more! It has little questions a quizzes and drawing places and lots of suggestions

for what to do with the book. Preteens will be delighted!

I have been keeping diaries and journals since second grade (I'm 19 and will be starting my

freshman year of college soon) and have not come across a journal quite like this. I got the journal

with blank pages. Ordinarily I just write in a notebook, but this one caught my eye. When my silver

pen ran out, I got a set of different colored gel ink rollerball pens. This made it look even more

unique. I agree with the other writers that it is not just for kids- teens can highly benefit from

journaling, and I recommend it. It's a very cool journal, and it will be interesting to look back on

years later.

This is a GREAT book/tool for adolescent girls. This journal has not left my daughter's side since

she received it for Christmas. The fill-in-the-blank pages are cleverly scripted, thought provoking,

encouraging, and always entertaining. This is a must for daughters, nieces, granddaughters, and

any young girl who's wanted to see what her signature might look like if she were riding a horse.

Even non-writers will be captivated as they embark on this amusing road to self discovery. I only

wish they made one for grownups!

I just received this for my 50th birthday from my bestfriends! They filled out some of it, and now I will

fillin the rest. I love it! I now look forward to giving this book to friends of all ages!

This is a great place to keep all your personal thoughts, goals, dreams ect. It is fun, serious and

funny at the same time! It asks you alot of personal questions...This is an EXCELENT book!
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